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l-Fthe topic I have chosen to introduce this symposium calls for some

I preliminary explanations. For one thing, the Letter to the Faithful, in
I which Francis of fusisi gives directives for those who wish to live

stricdy according to the spirit of the Gospel, has been amply analyzed and
discussed. Particularly after the studies by Kajetan Esser,' Optatus Van
fuseldonk,' Th6ophile Desbonnets,' Leonard Lehmann,* Raffaele P azzellt,'

tsee K. Esser, "La lettera di san Francesco ai fedeli," in L'Ordine della pmitenza di san

Francesco il'Assisi nel secolo XIII. Atti del conveg'no di studi francescani (Assisi, 1972), ed. O.
Schmucki, Rome 1973,65-78 (C4 )OIII, 1973); Idem, "Ein Vorliufer der Epistola ail rtdehs des

hl. Franziskus von Assisi (cod,. 225 der Biblioteca Guarnacci zu Volterra)" Collectanea
Franciscand(LV (1975):5-37; Italian translation: "IJn (documento) precursore della. Epiaola ail

fidelcs di san Francesco d'Assisi (Il codice 225 della Biblioteca Guarnacci di Volterra)," in
Analecta TOR, XII (1978): ll-47; Idem, "IJn documento delf inizio del Duecento sui penitenti,"
in I frati pmitenti di san Francesco nelh societh del Due e Trecento. Atti del secondo convegno di
studi francescani, ed. Mariano d'Alatri, (Rome 1977): 87-99; Idem Die Opuseula iles hl.
Franziskus aon Assisi. Spicilegturn Bonaaenturianum, XflI. Neue textlritische Edition, Zweite,
erweiterte und verbesserte Auflage besorgt von Engelbert Grau, (Grottaferrata: Collegium S.

Bonaventurae, 1989), 17 6-215 .

2See Optatus van fuseldonk, "Lr lettera ai fedeli," in Viw Minorurn, LII (1981): 253-
62; Idem, "Non sapienti secondo la carne, ma semplici, umili e puri (2 Lettera ai fedeli,45-60),"
Lo Eirin ili la ztiu. Chiara, Francesco e i Penitmti. Dimensioni spirituali 13, (Rome:

Laurentianum, 1994): I 57 -7 0.
3See Thdophile Desbonnets, "La lettre i tous les fidEles de Frangois d'Assise," I frati
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Lino Temperinio and Robert Stewart,i there would seem to be no room for
further investigation and reflection. It is also necessary to explain how a re-
reading of the Letter fits in with a symposium on hagiography where
examples of perfection in the pre-sixteenth century Franciscan penitential
movement will be presented and examined.

There are at least two reasons for such a re-reading. First, given the
purpose of our meeting, I thought that a close analysis of the Letter and a
careful, and I hope correct, appraisal of the related historical-philological
problems-starting with that of the two versions-would allow me to
suggest a different, and in some ways new, interpretation of this precious
text (different, ofcourse, from those offered by Franciscan historians so far).
The second reasor, closely linked to the first, is that two of the most
important elements in the human and spiritual life of Francis can be traced
in the Letter: his immediate experience of God and his own status as a lay
person. These two elements, as we know, had considerable influence on the
hagiographic models produced after Francis's death.'

I just mentioned the well-known fact that there are two versions of
the Letter. The earlier version was discovered and published in 1900 by Paul
Sabatier.' It is only relatively recently that it has received due attention,

Minori e il Terzo Ordine. Problerni e discusioni storiografche. Atti del )OCII Convegno di Studi del
Centro di studi sulla spiritualiti medievale (Todi: Accademia Tudertina, 1985):53-76.

aSee Leonard Lehmann, "Exultation and Exhortation to Penance. A Study of the
Form and Content of rhe First Wrsian of the Letter to the Faithful," Grryfriars Reoial, 4:2 (1990):
l-33.

tsee Raffaele Pazzelli, "The Title of the 'Recensio Prior of the Letter to the
Faithful:' Clarifications Regarding Cod,ex 225 of Volterra (cod.Vo)," Greyfriars Reztieu 4:3
(1990): I -6; Idem, "Le somiglianze di idee e di fraseologia fra,la Lenera ai fedeli e lt Regoh non
bollata come ipotesi di d*azione, Analeaa TOR )Oil (1989):213-14. Idem., "Alla ricerca dei
documenti primitivi riguardanti il Terz'Ordine," Approccio storico-ctitico allc fonti francescane, ed.
Gerardo Cardaropoli and Martino Conti, (Rome: Pontificium Atheneo Anthonianum 1979),
179-206.

osee 
Frate Francesco a tutti i suoi feileli, ed. Lino Temperini, Rome 1987 (with a

reproduction of the pages of codex Volterra that contain the Lene); Lino Temperini, Carivta e

legislazione alle origini delTen Ord.ine d.i s. Francesco, (Roma: Franciscanum, 1996), l5-73.
TSee Robert M. Stewart, De illis qui faciunt penitentiam. Tbe Rute of the Secular

Franciscan Order: Origins, Dnehprnm4 Interpretation. Bibliotheca Seraphico-Capuccina (Rome:
Istituto Storico dei Cappuccini, l99l), 80-90.

8See Enrico Menest6, "Vite dei santi e processi di catorizzrzione come proposta di
un modello di santiti," Dalla"Seqtel.a Christi" di Francesco dAssisi allApohgia della Poaerti. Ati
del XVIII conveg'no internazionale della Societi internazionale di Studi Francescani (Spoleto:
Centro interuniversitario di studi francesc ani,l992), 17 3 -20 I .

esee 
"Fratris Francisci Bartholi de fusisio Tractatus de indulgentin S. Mariae de

Portiuncula, nunc primum integre edidit P. Sabatier," Collection d'6tudes et d.e docurnents sar
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thants to Esser."' It is transmitted by a single witness, codex 225 of the
Biblioteca Guarnacci in Volterra, which dates from around the middle of the
thirteenth century." As for the later version, 48 witnesses have been counted
thus far, including the famous 338 of the Communale of fusisi." That the
two versions are really distinct is now almost the unanimous opinion, even

though in the past certain reasonable doubts were raised." At any rate, it
should be noted that the problem of the two versions is a real one; its
solution appears to be neither easy nor to be taken for granted. Even
Desbonnets, for all his great scholarly expertise and merit, decided not to
tackle it.'* That is why I think it is appropriate to take up the whole question
again and discuss it, albeit briefly. There are no special knotty problems to
be resolved, just those imposed by the method and those that always crop up
in such cases. First of all, we need to determine whether both versions were
written by the same person. Then we need to establish the chronology, in
other words, which of the two was written first. We must also suggest dates,

if possible. Finally we must show that the shorter version, if earlier, really
represents the original nucleus of the longer version or, if later, is not
merely an abridgment of the longer version produced by others."

l'hiaoire religieuse et littiraire du Moyen kge,Il, (Paris: Libraire Fischbacher, 1900), 132-5.

'uSee n. l, above.
ttFor the manuscript see G. Giannini, "Volterra. Biblioteca Guarnacci," in Inoentari

dei manoscrini delle biblioteche d'halia,lI, ed. G. Mazzatinti, Forli 1892, p.227;Fr*ris Francisci
Bartholi de Assisio Tractatus de indulgentia, op.cit., pp. CLIII-CLVI; Sophronius Clasen,

Legenda antiqua S. Francisci. Untersacbung iiber ilie nachbonaamturianischen Franziskasquellcn.

Legenda trium sociantm, Speculum perfectionb, Actus B. Francisci et sociorurn eius und ztenttandtes

Schrifitum, (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1967), 16l-62; Kajetan Esser, Remy Oliger, La Trailition
Manuserite des Opuscales de Saint Frangois d'Assise. Priliminaires ile l'iilition critiqae, Subsidia

scimfficafranciscalia,3 (Rome: InstitutHistorique des Freres Capuchins, 1972),93. See also the

bibliographical references in nn. 1, 4, and 6, above.
t'See Ess.r, Opuscuta, 177.
t'Esser, who deserves credit for having raised and in some ways resolved the question

of the wo versions, said that the text in the Volterra codex was probably only a "fragment" or
"extracts oftheLeney'':seeEsser-Oliger,Tradition,op.cit.,g3.Esserlaterchangedhismindand
said that the text is actually a first short draft of the Letter to the Faithful.

t'"It th" course of his research, Esser drew attention to a text already published by

Paul Sabatier. This text is found in only one manuscript, and the problem is to determine

whether it is a first stage-a kind of rough copy-of the Letter to the Faith{ul, or whether it is
just a summary of it. Esser, at the end of his study, concluded tlat it was a first stage and

published it as a reilactio prima.I mrst say that Esser's arguments have not convinced me, but
neither have the argumens of those who hold the opposite position. So, I will defer study of
this problem. " Thus Desborurets, I ettre, 5 8 -9.

"This is the opinion of David Flood, for example: see "The Commonitorium," Tlte

Haz.tersack,III 1(1979-80):20-23;2:20-23;3:21-23;4:20-24;5:19-24;&21-23;ldem,Francis
of Assisi and.The Franciscan Moaement (Qluezor.City: FIA Contact Publications, 1989), l4l.
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_ I must say at once that convincing answers have already been given
to these questions. But sometimes an error in methodology has led scholars
to treat the text contained in the Volterra codex as if it were the original.
But it is a copy-albeit the only one-and as such represents one moment in
the tradition, with all the mistakes and changes usually associated with
transmission.

It is unanimously admitted that the author of both versions is
Francis. In the longer version we read: "I, brother Francis, your lesser
servant...beg and implore you..." (2LtF 87)." The identity of the author of
the shorter version cannot be determined from the text. The only reference
is a verb in the first person plural, "we beg"(lltF II l9), which could
indicate collective authorship-Francis and others-but could also be, more
simply, the majestic plural. Given this situation, the question of the
authenticity of the shorter version cannot be resolved with absolute
certainty, but only indirectly. These few arguments would lead us to
attribute it to Francis. First of all, it is surely significant that the lesser
version is contained ir a clrpas of writings that are definitely by Francis.
This would indicate that the text was recognized as an integral part of that
corpus prior to the middle of the thirteenth century, the Volterra manuscript
being-I repeat-a copy. Secondly, although the very close textual similarity
with the longer version (which is certainly by Francis) and the frequent
agreement in thought and expression with the Eailier Rule re not absolute
proofs, they do provide a considerable bulk of evidence in favor of the
authenticity of the shorter version. That said, a further consideration is
entirely plausible. Within the cnrpus of the so-called Opwcal4 scholars now
usually distinguish three groups of works: those written by Francis, those he
dictated or wrote with the help of others, and those dictated by him and sent
by others in written form. Reasoning cautiously, both versions could be
included in the second group, that is, among the worlis Francis wrote with
others and that were revised, orgarized and, at times, added to by others.
On the other hand, reasoning less cautiously, if "we beg" is really a majestic
plural-although that would be unusual for Francis-I think the shorter
version might be included in the first group.

fu for the relative date of the two versions, Esser has shoum, based
on close analysis of the textual variations in all the witnesses and the
language and content of the two texts, that the shorter version is earlier. The

t6-,'"The citations of the two texts are from the critical edition of thewritings of Francis
of fusisi edited by Esser. Cf. Francis of Assisi: Early Docurumer, ed. Regis J. Armstrong, J. A.
Wayne Hellmann, William J. Short, (New York, London, Manila: New City press, l9t8), 51,
44.
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Volterra codex, then, transmits what can be considered the first draft of the

Letter. I will not repeat or discuss the results of Esser's study, even in
summary form, since on the whole they are persuasive. Just two
observations, I think, are necessary. Esser has noted that the Latin of the

shorter version is simple, at times rough. But it is hard to be as absolutely

sure as he is that certain Italianisms found there (for example, siant instetd of
sint) are due to the author." Could they not be normal corruptions in
transmission, especially since the text is full of difficult passages? On the

other hand, it is certain that a citation from Ps 106 in the shorter version is

from the Roman Psalter, whereas the same citation in the longer version is

from the Gallican. The recipients, and perhaps Francis himself, had learned

this Psalter by heart, and it was the one normally used in church." I would

also note thai the so-called breviary of St. Clare, in all probability originally
compiled by the secular clergy of fusisi, uses the Gallican version of the

psalms.t'

That the longer version is later also seems to be proven by one

indisputable face the difference in style. fu Desbonnets has pointed out:

"Some phrases are written in an elevated style, with a certain attempt at

rhythm. Others, however, are obviously awlorard and remind us of other

texts certainly written by Francis."'o And, as luck would have it, these parts

correspond to the shorter version, incorporated into the second with slight

modifications. Desbonnets continues:

So we can ask ourselves whether one or more secretaries may have had a

part in its writing. Was Caesar of Speyer, here as in the Rule, given the task

of finding citations from Scripture? Was tlis role perhaps extended to a

search for ot-her texts? Certain phrases, in fact, resemble theological texts

that have been reused."

In this last statement Desbonnets is referring, I think, to a 1980

article by Pastor Oliver, although he does not cite it directly. There the

t'See 
Esser, Un doeumento dell'inizio, gl; Esser repeats this statement elsewhere'

t'See 
Giuseppe Abate, "Il primitivo breviario francescano," in Miscellanea Fran'ciscana

IJ (1960): 47-240, 
".p 

ttO-2. On the presence of the Roman Psalter and the Gallican Psalter

in the writings of Francis, see Esser, "Exhortatio ad lauilem Dei. E;in wenig beachtetes Loblied

des hl. Franziskus," in Arcbhturn Franciseanum Hiaoricart' LXWI (1974): 3-17, esp 9, n' l' See

also R. Weber,I e Psautier Rotuin et les autres Psautiers Latins, (Rome, n.p,, l95f),272'

"See Stephen A. Van Dij\ "The Breviary of St. Clare," it Francbcan Swilies,YfrI
(1g48)z 25-46;351-87, esp 353; Idem, "The Breviary of St. Clare. Correction," Franciscan

Studies N" (1949): 10-12.
2oDesbonnets, 

Z ewe, 57 .

"Ibid.
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autlor tries to prove, by comparing the text of the shorter version with the
earliest and most auseere voices of tradition, that the letter's basic
theological and spiritual inspiration can be raced to the works of Gregory
the Great, Venerable Bede, Ermengaud of Beziers, Guerric of Igny and the
anonymous author of the Tractatus de interiori doruo seu de conscientia
aedificanda."

But beyond the question ofprobable ancestors and possible sources,
the impression remains very strong that the longer version of the Letter-as
it appears in the critical edition-reached its final form in stages. The text
seems to me to have been deposited in various layers that are quite easy to
identify. But we cannot go into this aspect now.

When were the two versions written? It is impossible to give a
definite answer to this question, since there is nothing concrete that would
lend credibility to our judgment. Nor can the words found in the longer
version, "Realizing that I could not visit each one of you personally because
of sickness and the weakness of my body..." (2LtF 3), be considered
definitive. As Esser has noted," Francis was often sick during his lifetime and
as a result had to forego journeys and missions." Yet it is also true, in the
words of Raoul Manselli, that "this time the sickness and weakness that the
letter talks about are, judging from its tone, of the kind that obviously
cannot be healed."" There is more. The universality of the recipients named
at the beginning of the longer version presupposes that Francis is well
known, that he has a very large public. But this is hard to imagine before the
final years of his life, or at least before 1222-1223." This means that Raffaele
Pazzelli's proposed date of May 1220-May 1221, based on an obvious
similarity of ideas and expressions between the longer version and the
Earlier Rale (especially chapter )OilI), would have to be postponed at least
two years.27 Besides, I do not know how much these similarities count when
it comes to resolving the problem of the longer version's date. The text of
the Earlier Rule as we have it today, even though it was definitively fixed at

"See B. Pastor Oliver, "IJn precursor de la 'Carta a los fieles' de San Francisco de
Asis (codice 225 de la Biblioteca Guarnacci de Volterra). Comparaci6n con otros textos
precedentes," in Analecta TOR, )OV ( I 980): 7 5 I -68.

"See Esser, Opuscula, 24.
2aSee 

OktavianSchmucki, "De infirmitatibus s. Francisci Assisiensis inde a iuventute
usque ad stigmatum susceptionem," in Miscellanea Melchor dc Pobladura, Bibliotheca Seraphica-
Capuccina, 23, ed. Isidorus a Villapadierna, (Rome: Istituto Storico dei Cappuccini , 1964),92-
109.

25Raoul Manselli, S. Francesco il'Assisi, Biblioteca di cultura, 2 (Rome, lg83), 2gg.

'ulbid.
27See Pazzelli, Sorniglianze.
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the chapter of Pentecost in 1221, remains a text that was written in stages.

Because it was re-worked, corrected and completed many times, its

individual parts simply cannot be dated. To add other conjectures now

would be pretentious and of no real use.

I cannot say what year t}re shorter version was written. The only

thing that seems certain is that it predates the longer version. The solutions

offeied by scholars appear unfounded. The date 1215 has met with more

acceptance," but no argument has been produced in support of it,,not even

as a itarting point for discussion, much less an argument that is coherent or
complete.

Two other difficult and closely linked questions are usually and

rightfully asked about the two versions: their literary genre and their
recipients.

The first version exhibits a bipartite structure2e marked off by rwo

headings: "Those Who Do Penance" and "Those Who Do Not Do
PenanCe." It bears the inscription, "These are the words of life and salvation.

Whoever reads and follows them will find life and draw from the Lord
salvation.""'

Some manuscripts of the second version, not from same family
(including fusisi 338), bear the inscription, "At conarnonitorium and

exhortation." Others have "Letter (or Episde) that blessed Francis sent to all

the faithful (or to all Christians).""

The term litterae appears in the last part of the shorter version: "All
those whom these words flitterae) reach" (lLtF II, 19), and in the third verse

(and thus very close to the beginning) of the longer version: "I decided to

offer you in this letter llinerae] and message" (2LtF, 3)' Despite the different
inscriptions-in the longer version these are mostly due to copiests-and
despite the lack of mention of the recipients in the shorter version, the two

"I will cite only Lino Temperini, "La spiritualiti penitenziale nelle fonti

francescane," inAnaleaa TOR, )([V (1980): 543-89, esp 552; Van Asseldonk, La "Lenera ai

fedel? 254.

"Gerard Pieter Freemart, Gelukkig wie in Jesw' ooets'poor gaat- Een hisnrbcb

kornmmtaar op de tuee rednkties ttan de Brief aan de Gelovingen oon Franciskus ttan Assisi,

Doktoraalskriptie, (Uuecht 1981) suggess a tripartite division: l, l-19, Those lVho Do Pmance;

II, 1-18, Thoi Who Do Not Do PenancellI, lg-22, Concluiling Pos:ricipt.I am not familiar with

Freeman's volume; this and other possible later references to the work are second hand,

borrowed from the article by Lehmann cited in n. 4.
1 

" 5 ee P azzelli, I I ti tolo.

"See Esser, Opuscuh, 188-9, 207.
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texts are conceived as letters and can be easily categorized as such." But we
cannot forget that in the Middle Ages the epistolary genre included not only
private papers and documents, but also theological, moral and didactic
treatises. Both versions, I believe, can be correcdy described as admonitions
and exhortations in the form of a letter."

This brings us to the question of the recipients-who are not
mentioned in the shorter version"-and their identity. In the longer version,
immediately after the opening invocation ("In the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen.") we read: "To all Christian religious
people fUniaersis cbristianis religiosisf: clergy and laity, men and women, and
to all who live in the whole world" (2LtF, l). Many scholars have focused
their attention on the two words christianis religiwis. The guestion is whether
religiosis is a noun, or an adjective modi$ring christianis. The manuscript
tradition does not agree on this passage. In fact, some witnesses omit the
word christianis. In that case the recipients of the letter would be limited
exclusively to "religious, clergy and laity, men and women.' This would
solve the p:uzzle, but it would be quite inconsistent with other passages in
the Letter, from which scholars conclude that Francis meant to address not
only religious in the strict sense, but all Christians who live religiously." I
think, however, following especially the interpretation of Assisi 338 (f.
23vFas some editors or translators have done'o-thatreligiosis is a noun, not
an adjective agreeing with the preceding r.orn christianis.That is not what
Esser thought." To support and strengthen his belief that religiosis is an

3'See Martino Conti, "[ genere letterario della lettera di san Francesco a tutti i
fedeli. Una lettera per la pace," Viw Minorur4 LMII (1986): 29-38.

3'See also Flood, Francis of Assiti,2Jz "The Latin term for the wor\ cottra'onittiam,
clearly shows that Francis is calling to mind events from which his readers can draw directives
for their lives. The work is a remembrance and an admonition-exhortation."

'tt speaks frequendy of illi et illae, end "we can be sure that the Volterra text [the
shorter version] is directed to both men and women." Thus Esser, Docummtor 34.

?sSeeEsser, 
Lettera. 67; Idem, Opuscala,l89.

"See, for example, Opusarla s. Francisci et sripta s. Clarae Asiiensiarn, ed. Giovani
Boccali, Italian trans. L. Canonici, Assisi 1978 (Pubblicazioni della Biblioteca francescana della
Chiesa Nuova-Assisi, 1), 168-69; Saint Frangois d'Assise, Dorunants, 6rits et pr*tibes
biographies, ed Th6ophile Desbonnets et Damien Vorreux, (Paris: Editiones Franciscaines,

1968), 109; San Francesco d'Assisi, Gli Sritti, ed. G. V. Sabatelli, (S. Maria degli Angeli,
Edizioni Porziuncola, l97l), 122; Srini di S. Francesco dAssisi, tans. F. Mattesini, with
inuoductionbyE.Franceschini,(Milan 1984), 107;Fonifrancescmte, Padua 1980'p. l5l.

3'See 
Esser, Lett*a, 67 . Sharing Esser's opinion is Desbonnets: see Frangois d'Assise,

Em'tr, Sources cfu6tiennes, 285, texte latin de l'6dition Kajetan Esser; introduction, traduction,
notes et index par Th6ophile Desbonnets, Jean-FranEois Godeg Thadee Matura, Damien
Vorreux, @aris: Editiones Franciscaines, 1981), 33; Idem, La lettre, op.cit., 60.
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adjective moditring christianb, he compared christianis religiosis to the

analogous expression malieres religiosae used by Jacques de Vitry to refer to

"the Beguines who at that time, in Belgium, were following the same form
of life as thefratres de poenitentia in Italy."" The parallel does not seem to me

particularly convincing, neither from the linguistic and lexical point of view,

nor from the more stricdy historical.

In conclusion, we can reasonably say that Francis conceived this

second letter, whose opening is strongly marked by two extremely important
words, uniaersis rnd omnii," for a very large public that included all

Christians, be they religious, clergy, laity, men or women, who had decided

to live a life of penance. The word uniaersis ("all") implies equality without
exceptions. Exciuded is any suggestion that would identifr the religiosis with
rp""ifi. groups already established or being established, and who thus

enjoyed ot *it" to enjoy more or less regular juridic status. That- is why I
am disinclined to believe that the letter represents the norm of life, the

spiritual rule which, according to hagiographers, Francis gave to the fratres
ie penitentia, the men and women of the penitential movement that was

forming around him as a direct result of his preaching "ld apostolic

activity.* The letter asts nothing more than the practice of-a universal

Christian form of life. It speaks explicidy of religiosi, who could not have

been fratres tle penitentia, juit the clerici, also explicitly mentioned, could not
have been part of this movement.

Francis intends to confront Christians with the same choice

proclaimed by Christ: lead a life of penance or travel the road that leads to

perdition. Bttt agere penitentiam indicates, as in the Testan'ent, a state of
conversion, beinf converted and living according to the Gospel, committing

oneself totally t; Christ and his way. To do penance means to be,conscious

of the grace of conversion one has received. It means to acknowledge that

God has taken the initiative and that the only way we can respond to true

Love-which has first given itself in total love-is by reliving tlre mysteries

of Christ's birth, death, resurrection and glory.

"The whole Franciscan Gospel is contained in these pages," wrote

Sabatier concerning the Letter.r'He was absolutely right. In it we can find

not only the heart of Francis's spiritual life; we can also find the truest and

deep"sjm""ning of his Christian proposal to follow Christ, a following that

h^s^be.ome pariof the world's hisiory, since Christ sacrificed himself for the

l8Bsser, 
Lettera, op.cit., 67.

3'See 
Desbonnets, Lettre, 59.

*Many 
scholars take an opposite view, including Esser, Lettera.

arPaul 
Sabatier, Vie ile s. Frangois dAssise, Paris 1894, 373.
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salvation of the world and the human race. Live a life of penance in the
world, live within you the mystery of the Word-made-flesh, against the
allurements and wretchedness of every power: this is Francis's admonition to
all the faithful near and far, "to all who live in the whole world," including
those who, seduced by the goods of the world and the flesh and enslaved by
the devil, are destined for eternal damnation. Francis wants "the fragrant
words of my Lord"(2LtF 2) to reach everyone. That is why at the end of the
letter he invokes the divine blessing on "all those men and women who
receive them with kindness, understand them and send copies of them to
others" (2LtF 88). The letter is a spiritual document about the highest
evangelical perfection. At its center lies the theme of salvation, gradually
developed through amazement at the Word who became poor, reflection on
the passion and death of Christ and on the Eucharist which extends his
presence in history, the invitation to follow his "footprints" (2LtF 13) and
receive him "with our heart pure and our body chaste" (2LtF 14), so that "all
of us might be saved through him" (ibid.).

I will deliberately forego a summary of the ennre Letter and a

commentary on it*' and dwell instead on the central part, verses 45-62.
Except for the first three verses, these verses constitute the beginning of the
shorter version.

It is here lhat we can see the real innovative significance of Francis's
Gospel choice, the immediary of his experience of God that I mentioned at
the beginning. He writes:

We must not be wise and prudent according to the flesh, but, instead, we
must be simple, humble and pure. And let us hold our bodies in scorn and
contempt because, through our own fault, we are all wretched and corrupt,
disgusting and worms....

We must never desire to be above others, but, instead, we must be servants
and subject to every human creature for God's sake (2LtF, +5-+7).

It should be said at once that the hatred of the body mentioned here in no
ways refers to the Gnostic-Platonic heritage found in so much medieval
literature, which says that the way to perfection must begin with hatred and
condemnation of the world and its chief symbol, the body. Rather, the
passage should be read as an invitation to total self-stripping in order that
"the Spirit of the Lord" might rest upon us and make in us "a home and
dwelling place" (2LtF, 48).

*'There 
is a good summary in Manselli, S. Francesco,2gS-304,
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As can be seen, Francis experiences this total self-stripping
absolutely aware that human perfection is fully realized in the absolute
perfection of God, and that the perfection and infinity of God are scaled
down to human finiteness and imperfection. But for Francis total self-
stripping means first of all poverty. The poor are those who have lost
themselves by becoming, completely and mystically, one with God. Poverty
thus becomes the supreme sign of our identification with God through the
incarnate Son, in tlre Son's very flesh, in his humanity, in his non-divinity.
Certainly, poverty means renunciation of earthly goods, of historical goods;
certainlR it means willingness to be subject to others and serve them. But it
is also the means by which we are identified with God, who gave up the
manifestation of his divinity in order to show himself in the weakness of our
flesh. Francis's poverty is the sign of the divine presence on earth, its
manifestation in history. It is more than love; it is love's fulfillment, by
which we become equal to God. It is, essentially, the mystical dimension of
Francis's religious experience, his experience of God in love and pain, his
discovery of the face of God in the face of the leper, his unique intuition of
how in humans God's pain becomes perfect joy.*'

And so, what Francis writes in this letter reveals an absolutely clear
mystical awareness. Those in whom the Spirit of God dwells

will be the children of the heavenly Father, whose worls they do. And they
are spouses, brothers and mothers of our LordJesus Christ.

We are spouses when t}re faithful soul is united by the Holy Spirit to our
Lord Jesus Christ. We are brothers, moreover, when we do the will of his

Father who is in heaven; mothers when we carry him in our heart and body
t}rough love and a pure and sincere consciencel and give him birth through
a holy activity, which must shine before others by example (2LtF 49-53).

These words contain all of the mystical Francis, all of his Christ-
centeredness "which sees here the entire life of believers in terms of their
relationship with the Father" and which opens "seamlessly to a relationship
with the entire Trinity."# The Christ of Francis is a loving spouse tlrough
whom all is assumed into Trinitarian humanity; but at the same time he is
the historical Christ who became incarnate and came down to earth to save

"I h"r" already expressed these thoughts, more or less in the same words, in Emesto
Menesti, "Gli scritti di Francesco d'Assisi," in Frate Francesco ilUsisi, Lti del lOtr conveg[o
internazionale della Societi internazionale di studi francescani (fusisi: Centro interuniversitario
di Studi Francescani, 1993), 163-81, esp.l77.

*C.Paolazzi, 
'(Lettura degli sct'itti di Francesco d'Assisi," (Milan, 1987), 158.
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us. Francis enters into the mysteries of the Trinity and is led without
knowing it, as Thomas of Celano says, ,,to perfect knowledge,, eCIIl, T).

Since they have become a dwelling place of the Trinity, ,,sanctified
in being one" (2LtF 59), all the faithful are invited by Francis io glorify the
Father, together with all things visible and invisible:

in heaven, ." .tJi:[[:1"JH", in the depths,
give praise, glory, honor and blessing

to him who suffered so much,
who has given and will give in the future every good,

for he is our power and strength,
who alone is good,

who alone is almighty,
who alone is omnipotent, wonderful, glorious

and who alone is holy,
worthy of praise and blessing

through endless ages.

Amen (2LtF 6l-62).
Here, too, as in the famous Canticle of Brotber Sun,the praises of God are
situated in an eschatological context. Francis places himself at the end of
history, in the cosmic fullness of the end-ti-.. Hi, consciousness here is no
longer only mystical; it is also eschatological. He observes that all crearion is
completely fulfilled in God and that, at rhe same time, God himself is
recognized in human incompleteness. EIe realizes that God is praised by
human beings, by the world, by the entire universe. But above all 

-he 
realizes

that God is praised by the fullness to be achieved by human beings and by
the universe in God on the last day. The true piaise of God, 

-in *hi.i,
Francis becomes one with Christ, will take place on that last day. The same
praise of God, since it is united to that of Christ, will become universal.
Francis becomes the spokesperson for all humanity, all creation, in order
that he might reach the end that lies beyond himseif, beyond creation, and
be united to the Incarnate Word. Francis experiences the things of the
worl_d 

1s if they existed in the fullness of the end-time. He no lJnger has
need of any earthly power; it is enough that he bear witness to Christ and
follow him, which will lead to crucifixion with him. With his extraordinary
hgman and spiritual life, Francis comes to personi$z a new dimension in thl
Church. He is fully conscious of the historical iituation in which he is
operating. He knows that his discovery of the Gospel goes well beyond the
limits of_ Gregory VII's. reformed Church; but he dles not *"rrt to go
beyond these limits. He knows he is at least as strong, if not stronger, thln
the clerical Church, but he is not a fomenter of tenslon, and he ,rloid, 

"r,y
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occasion of possible emulation or rivalry with the secular clergy. Perhaps he

sensed that his historical effectiveness lay in his experience of God, which
came to him first through poverty and preaching. Carefully avoiding any
kind of break with Rome, a layman among the laity, Francis knows that his
ideal is different from those proposed by the traditional religious panorama

of his time.

We know that, following the post-Gregorian restoration, the
religious life of the laity was seen as a kind of partial or halfiray Christianity.
The basic idea was that the only states of life that supposedly allowed or
deserved religious consecration were tlre monastic and clerical states. The
life of a perfect Christian, a saint, was inconceivable except in monastic
terrns. In other words, perfection was still attained exclusively tfuough
renunciation of the world and practice of the virtues demanded by that
choice.

Francis profoundly changed this state of affairs, championing the
dig*ty of laypeople and their ability to live the Gospel life as well as, and
perhaps better than, monks. The Letter to the Faithfal is a wonderful witness
to this. In it, Francis showed that mysticism is not reserved only to certain
individuals; it is a state that is proper to every Christian. All Christians of
either sex and every state can attain the fullness of God. The laity become
the people of God, those who live the life of the Trinity. Holiness is

available to all; it is a share in the life of the Trinity. The laity are

recognized as having a new role. No longer the object, target or focus of the
clergy's ministry, they are active subjects, even capable of exercising roles of
guidance. There is no more separation between history and holiness,

between being a human being and being another Christ. Holiness is no
longer isolated from the world and from history; it is in the world and in
history. In the Letter t0 tbe Faithful Francis described a Christian state in
which humanity and divinity are closely united and gave it a new and

different power. It is because of this that the language of perfection and

divinization changes radically with and after Francis. His revolution was

bound to leave its legacy in the field of hagiography. It establishes a real

hagiographic chronology, one that points with absolute clarity to a new

model, one no longer linked to monasticism and monastic asceticism.
Instead there is the witness of a life in which union with God is expressed in
unmediated language, in images that are gratuitous in the sense that their
only justification lies in themselves. The only mediators are Christ and the

saint, but only insofar as the saint is mystically associated with Christ. Thus
the monastic model is definitively replaced-potentially if not yet
historically-by a model of individual life where the work of perfection takes

place in the inner self, and personal authenticity becomes, more and more
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consciously, its sole link with history. Christian perfection takes place in the
world, albeit within the Church guided by the pope, which is involved in
history. After Francis, hagiography-like mysticism and holiness-comes
out of the monasteries and becomes lay. He marks the beginning of another
history and another kind of holiness." What is distinctive about the new
hagiography will be told by others. For me, it is time to conclude and say
thankyou.

*tA*orrg the many contributions oa the Letter to the Faithful, which vary in their
interpretations and quality, I think it is worth mentioning that of E. Candela, "L'aher Christus
nelJa Epitah ad ffules di Francesco d'Assisi," in Sangue e antropohgia nel mcdioano. Ani del VItr
settimana della Pia IJnione Preziosissimo Sangue, Rome, 25-30 November 1991, ed. F.
Vattoni, vol. tr, (Rome 1993),957-72.


